ODEM (ODE)

About:

ODEM is an On-Demand Education Marketplace built on the Ethereum blockchain.

The platform connects students, educators, and service providers where, together, they develop and engage in personal and group, in-person educational programs.

The ODEM model will create an integrated platform where all types of students and student representatives can create and request services for education programs. Educators and educational service providers can receive requests for program fulfillment and delivery services all through a frictionless, smart contract-based payment gateway.

Advantages:
• The platform’s Program Generator uses artificial intelligence to discover and match students and service providers based on pre-set requirements. Automation effectively removes costly intermediaries from the ecosystem. Students can select their desired programs and securely store proof of their educational experiences for future sharing.

• ODEM’s Ethereum smart contracts ensure painless cross-border payments across all currencies and instill trust when managing international transactions. Identity and reputation are also carefully managed with public and private profiles so that students can see an educator’s full credentials and teaching history. Both students and educators are incentivized with ODEM Tokens to continually increase the quality of their program content.

• ODEM is a decentralized, blockchain-based platform that will provide a single, trusted, worldwide network that integrates all levels of the education supply chain. Blockchain technology forms
the foundation of the ODEM platform and serves to link all the moving parts related to organizing, administering and sharing information about program offerings.